
 I think we should just be friends. As 
those seven simple words jumped 
out at me from my phone, each 

one a tiny dagger to the heart, I thought 
I might be sick. It was May 2003. I was 
19 and the charismatic blue-eyed boy 
I’d been dating had sent me the text no 
one wants. And just like that, we weren’t 
dating any more. My surprisingly civil 
reply swam in front of me as I typed 
through tears, then shot out of my 
vision as I pressed send and flung my 
phone across the room, watching it 
bounce satisfyingly off the wall. 

And then… I called my local beauty 
salon (yes, the phone still worked) and 
booked the most expensive facial on 
the menu. Well, I could hardly have 
gone to my doctor and asked for an 
official diagnosis, could I? Or waltzed 
into a pharmacy and requested  
some ‘men-are-mean’ pills.  

“A face massage is the obvious 
antidote to all that time spent with our 

with 800,000 more UK adults qualifying 
as having an anxiety disorder in  
a 14-year period. It’s thought a third of 
young adults suffer from panic attacks, 
and even stress-related hair thinning is 
on the rise, with trichologist Iain Sallis 
pinpointing chronic stress and poor 
lifestyle as common contributing factors 
to the accelerated hair loss cases he sees. 

These seemingly modern ailments are 
putting a strain on our overburdened 
NHS, with people turning to Dr Google 
rather than a junior doctor who’s 
worked 120 hours that week. But help, 
or the semblance of it, is coming from 
the unlikeliest of places… the beauty 
world. Millennials in particular are 
making a U-turn back to ancient, 
soul-soothing practices, and spas are 
picking up on the link between mind 
and body, broadening treatment menus 
for more intuitive beauty solutions. 

Massages now use reiki to home in  
on your chakras, top facialists are all over 
the healing powers of crystals, and pedis 
and reflexology come part and parcel 
(because everyone wants to take a load 
off and have pretty feet, right?). Most 

methods of healing beauty 
are based around the ancient 
belief that energy flows 
through seven chakra centres 
in the body, each relating  
to a different aspect of our 
life. It’s believed that when 
they become blocked, 
emotional and physical 
problems can occur. 

I’ve always been cynical of 
these ‘alternative’ therapies, › 

‘S p a s  a re 
p i c k i n g  u p  t h e 
l i n k  b etwe e n 
m i n d  a n d  b o d y ’
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faces knotted or sagging with sadness,” 
says behaviour expert Judi James. “We 
are essentially pampering a damaged 
ego and the more money we throw at 
it, the more validating it feels.”

If you missed the memo, humankind 
is going through its own psychological 
meltdown. One in four of us is said to 
be affected by mental health problems, 
we work longer hours and are glued to 
our phones. Take the two billion active 
social media accounts*, which make 
18- to 34-year-olds  
the most digitally 
connected generation 
ever. In fact, a Mental 
Health Foundation 
survey found this age 
group also reports the 
highest levels of stress 
and loneliness. Stress, 
depression and anxiety 
are now behind one  
in five visits to the GP, 

The beauty world is turning shrink with 
treatments that heal and transform. CASSIE 
POWNEY lies back and waits for a miracle

Well, you try  
smiling during  
a bikini wax…
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leaving them for the truly dedicated 
tree-embracing, tofu-chomping 
bohemians. But there’s a definite trend, 
with a new tribe of intuitive facialists 
taking the celebrity world by storm. 
Georgia Louise’s healing hands have 
earned her A-list fans including Katy 
Perry and Emma Stone, and beauty 
editor favourite Nichola Joss’ reiki-
based treatments are adored by the 
likes of Scarlett Johansson and 
Gwyneth Paltrow. 

Ten years after losing my heartbreak 
virginity and booking my facial, I can 
barely remember the guy’s name, but 
that’s not to say I haven’t found other 
things to keep me up at night. Take five 
months ago, when I found out I was 
pregnant. I felt totally blessed when 
that red line pinged up on the test, but 
panic soon set in. How would I hide  
it from colleagues? Or keep my game 
face on at my friend’s prosecco-laced 
wedding? What if the scan flagged up  
a problem? No heartbeat? Three legs?  
I was mentally frazzled with the endless 
‘what ifs’. Top that off with a stressful 
house purchase and renovations my 
husband and I couldn’t actually  
afford, and there you have it, the 
personification of a duckling taking  
to water for the first time.

I decided to push my scepticism 
aside and make an appointment  
with aromatherapist and healer 
Michelle Roques O’Neil. Cut to 
a grey Monday morning, and 
I’m lying in a treatment room 
in London’s West End. Michelle 
kicks off with a consultation 
– asking me about my lifestyle 
and anything that might be weighing 
on my mind – so I open up about the 
little person currently weighing on my 
bladder. It feels weird talking about it 
so openly – I actually feel quite tearful. 

“Traumatic or emotional experiences 
can cause blockages,” Michelle says, 
“and I use reiki to connect with 
the receiver’s energy flow and 
clear them.” ‘Okaaaay,’ is my 
initial thought, followed by, 
‘How am I ever going to switch 

off with those bloody car 
horns beeping below?’ 
But Michelle cups the 
back of my neck, and 
within minutes I notice 
how incredibly warm her 
hands are – not sweaty 
warm, but like they’re 
radiating heat. When she 
moves down to my heart 
I can feel them through 
my clothes, like two little 
hot-water bottles spewing warmth. 

Next come the strange sensations  
in my left leg – like trickling liquid – 
followed by pins and needles across 
my body. I consider asking if this is 
normal, to check I’m not having  
a medical crisis, but decide to keep 
schtum. Michelle finishes by running  
a rose quartz crystal over my face in 
slow sweeping motions, before coaxing 
me back to the real world, where the 
angry horns are still beeping below. 
And I feel different… lighter… less 
inclined to have a Monday-morning 
cry than I did about an hour earlier. 
And the improved mood seems to 
follow me for the rest of the day. Was it 

the perk of having a mini 
counselling session on  
a grey morning, or had  
I actually had an energy 
blockage cleared? *Bangs 
head against desk for 
even asking herself that*. 

Following my leg-
tingling experience,  
I delved deeper into the 
world of spiritual beauty, 
and stumbled across  

a practice called noetics, which seems 
to fall somewhere between beauty  
and science. It explores how emotions 
affect the physical body (ever received 
bad news and immediately felt it in 
your stomach?) and works at rewiring 
the thought patterns that influence 
behaviour and lifestyle, which in turn 
can cause real and physical problems.

Noetic therapist Marie Reynolds 
describes tracing a client’s severe  
acne back to the heartbreaking loss  
of a parent. “Within two weeks of 
addressing the hardwired patterns  
she was living by, the girl’s skin  
began to clear, something 10 years  
of hydrocortisone and steroids  
hadn’t managed,” she told me.

But she insists her treatments are  
not a substitute for medical advice or 
treatment. “I give people the tools to 
improve their wellbeing and health,” 
she says, “and I always recommend 
clients consult their doctor about  
any health concerns they may have.” 
She doesn’t discount the benefits of 
external care, either. “I still treat acne 
with facials in order to take down the 
inflammation,” she says. “But it has  

to be a two-pronged approach 
– there’s no point treating the 
external symptom when you 
haven’t addressed the root cause.” 

Ten years ago, I had my heart 
broken and booked a facial. I had 
the immediate urge to protect 

my body’s largest organ, the one most 
physically affected by stress, and to get 
those post-sob facial muscles ironed 
out by someone else’s healing hands… 
and I felt better… Pass me the tofu. ◆

‘ I  fe lt  d ifferent… 
l ighter… less 
incl ined to  
have a cry ’

SOOTHING TREATMENTS 
FOR SERIOUS CRY-FACE

ZIGGIE BERGMAN  
ZONE  FACE LIFT, £165
Ziggie uses reflexology  
to release emotional tension 
via the face, as well as 
reprogramming muscles  
for anti-ageing.

CHAMPNEYS DEEP ENERGY 
HEALING, FROM £45
A no-contact, reiki-esque 
treatment that channels 
energy through the chakras 
for an enhanced sense of self 
and boosted energy levels.

LUSH SYNAESTHESIA, £125
This 80-minute full-body 
massage uses birdsong,  
music and the power of word, 
leaving you with peace, 
perspective and the feeling it 
was maybe all a lovely dream. 


